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Boys pop the question Girls
Boys buy the flowers Girls

make selection Sometimes a dance
give the showers Wed at high noon
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Brings just this chance.
Now bride and groom.

CHORUS

Dreamy music dance

P-S a tempo
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Wedding of P. 3
When Phil said "Beth will
you be mine" and Beth
replied "Just name the

Wedding of P. 3
HERE IS A LINE OF SONGS THAT WILL PLEASE

Faded Love Letters
KNOWN THE WORLD OVER; OF UNIVERSAL APPEAL

Faded old love letters, They mean the world to

Pal of My Dreams
A DOMINATING HIT

Dear old pal how I miss you, I'm lonely tonight Dear old pal just to

What a Friend We Have in Mother
A SONG THAT SINGS IN THE HEART

What a friend we have in mother, When our lives are young and gay;

Holding Hands
AN INTERNATIONAL SUCCESS

Holding hands we'll whisper love words like love birds holding

Drifting to You
FEATURED IN CHICAGO'S GREATEST THEATRES

Drifting to you dear Drifting to you Wafted by

Faded Rose
BY THE WRITERS OF FADED LOVE LETTERS

An old faded rose I am

Have a Little Fun
GOOD SOLO, CHORUS ELECTRIFIES ANY CLUB OR BANQUET SING

Have a little fun, To make life bright er; Have a little fun,
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